
Hearing of Markos Kyprianou, 8 October 2004:

"The hero of a film should not be a smoker.

I would like to work together with the cinema industry to
avoid this sort of thing. The same is true for television:
if a programme glorifies smoking, it should not be
shown at hours where it can be seen by young people"

Australia plans $5000 fine for exhibiting a film showing people smoking
without first showing an anti-tobacco ad 

Ontario considers restriction to age 18 for movies featuring smoking



Big Tobacco promised Congress it would stop paid product placement in 1990

Movie smoking doubled since then: more than in 1960
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Effect of Smoking the Movies

Distefan 04: Am J Public Health 94, 1239-44:
One third of never smokers nominated a star who smoked on-screen, which independently
predicted later smoking risk (OR = 1.36). The effect was strong among girls (OR = 1.86).



•Directors
•Actors
•Writers
•Editors
•Property Masters
•Studios
•Theaters
•Video Stores
•People named
on web site

Hold Hollywood
Accountable:



• Certify No Pay-Offs
The producers should post a certificate 
in the credits at the end of the movie 
declaring that nobody on the production 
received anything of value (cash 
money, free cigarettes or other gifts, 
free publicity, interest-free loans or 
anything else) from anyone in exchange 
for using or displaying tobacco. 



• Stop Identifying Tobacco Brands
There should be no tobacco brand 
identification nor the presence of 
tobacco brand imagery (such as 
billboards) in the background of any 
movie scene. 



• Rate New Smoking Movies "R"
Any film that shows or implies tobacco 
should be rated "R." The only 
exceptions should be when the 
presentation of tobacco clearly and 
unambiguously reflects the dangers and 
consequences of tobacco use or when it 
is necessary to represent accurately a 
real historical figure. 



EU – project: Spotting smoking scenes in film, TV & video

Main goal: sensitize (immunize) children against indirect tobacco ads
raise awareness in adolescents (up to age 18)

Make them think why personalities they sympatize with
are shown with cigarettes

e.g. a young man lighting a cigarette after having rebelled against elderly,
a beautiful girl in a scene showing her intellectual superiority,
a couple after a sex scene, a cheerful group during entertainment, etc.

Make them angry about dirty tricks of industry to hook them
about hidden, subliminal advertising



EU – project: Spotting smoking scenes in film, TV & video

Secondary goal:
Make use of the information collected.

Screen, evaluate, control and select reports for interventions:

National coalitions, ENSP, ENYPAT should confront
responsible politicians, producers, TV-stations, actors, authors,
web site owners and other people who possibly received money
from the tobacco industry.

If no or insufficient answer: raise questions in public!



Name of respondent:____________________
Sex of respondent: female 

male
Age: ____________________
Email. ____________________

(not necessarily)
Address: ____________________

____________________
Do you? I never smoke.

I smoke sometimes.
I smoke regularly.

And here is where your task begins: The next time you watch a movie
or a music video, be aware of what smoking stands for. Is it necessary to
describe a person or situation or would the story work without smoking?
Is smoking an important part of the content or does  the cigarette "only“
transport image values? And are these values positive or negative? 
Take notes and find out how often and for which purpose the smoking
scenes appear in the film. Then fill in this questionnaire and send it to us.



Cinema movie / video / DVD
Film title____________________________________
Name____ and role____ of the characters who smoked

TV film / sitcom etc
Title of the programme________TV channel___Date____ 
and time____ when you saw the programme 
Name_____ and role_____ of the characters who smoked

Music videos / lyrics
Song title______Interpreter______ TV channel___Date____
and time_____when you saw the programme

If you think that this film/video did not promote smoking but was critical,
explain why (e.g. by showing negative consequences to health or wellbeing
by depicting nasty smokers, etc.)____________________ 

Did you spot a smoking-related scene in?



O many smoking scenes O well being
O association of smoking O relaxation

with a winning personality O sex
O a beautiful/handsome actor O power 
O positive feelings O necessary to cope with stress 
O constituent part of social life O frustration 
O pleasant surrounding O aggression
O positive actions O other reasons; which:____

Who supported smoking?     O a main character    O a woman     O a man 

If you think that this film/video did promote smoking,
mark all reasons which contributed:



O Is smoking in the scenes you spotted necessarily linked to
a character and part of the drama?

O Or could it be replaced by other actions or characterizations?

Were you able to identify a certain brand or
a doubtless connotation to a brand? 
O no 
O yes, which:_______________________ 

Do you think this film/video was sponsored by tobacco
(indirect advertising or product placement)?
O yes 
O no 
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FILMS (total 97) VOTES
11-Titanic
8-Scary movie
5-Too fast too furious
3-Secret window, 9 Gates,
10 things I hate about you,
Mein erster Freund, 
Mutter und ich,
Fight Club, Bridget Jones.
2-James Bond, 6th sense,
She's the one, 8 mile, Taxi, 
Lord of the Rings, Romeo 
and Juliet, Engel &Joe,
Hidalgo, Mona Lisa’s Smile
1-Others (35: each 1 vote)

TV SITCOMS (total 35) VOTES
12-Gute Zeiten Schlechte Zeiten 
6-Sex and the City
4-King of Queens
2-Big Brother, Friends

The Simpsons
1-Others (7: each 1 vote)



Was the spotted smoking scene critical?
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Could you identify a tobacco brand?
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www.aerzteinitiative.at www.feel-free.info

Create
websites:
European,
national,
regional


